
Consistent Quality Netting Headbands Bottom & Side Pocket Tapes Cable

With Douglas® tennis nets, you 
get consistent, long-lasting 
performance. All Douglas® tennis 
nets meet USTA requirements for 
official size -42’ x 3’6”. In addition, 
Douglas® nets carry a pro-rated 
warranty guaranteeing superior 
durability and longer net life. See 
for yourself why Douglas® nets are 
the brand of choice. 

Netting is 1-3/4” square mesh 
braided solid core polyethylene 
unsurpassed for durability and 
weather resistance. Championship 
nets are made from 3.5mm with 
325# break strength, Tournament 
and Recreation nets are made from 
3.0mm with 285# break strength.

 

Headbands are constructed using 
heavy-duty vinyl coated polyester 
or durable polyester webbing 
material that withstands the 
elements and won’t shrink, rot or 
mold. Headbands are sewn to the 
netting with four rows of 32# white 
polyester thread -the heaviest in 
the industry. 

All Douglas® tennis 
nets come complete with 
a vinyl coated, 5/32” 
galvanized steel cable with 
break strength of 2300#. 
Both ends have double-
swaged loops.

Bottom and side pocket tapes are made of 
heavy-duty vinyl coated polyester and won’t 
shrink, mildew or rot when exposed to the 
elements. Fiberglass dowels in the side 
pockets keep the net taut and attractive. 
Heavy duty brass grommets and lacing cord 
lets you pull the net snugly up to each post. 

quality USA manufactured
TENNIS POSTS & NETS

HEADBAND NETTING

ITEM # NET MATERIAL WEIGHT SIZE BREAK 
STRENGTH

TOP 6 ROWS 
DOUBLE MESH WARRANTY

Professional Nets                                 USA Manufactured by Douglas®

20045 TN-45 Double thick 100% polyester 48 oz 3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

20040 TN-40 (not pictured) Vinyl Coated Polyester 36 oz.  3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

Championship Nets

30036T TN-36 -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

30038TD TN-36DMT -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.5 mm 325 lb. Yes 5 Year Warranty

30060 TN-28DM Durable Polyester Web N/A 3.5 mm 325 lb. Yes 5 Year Warranty

Tournament Nets

30029 TN-30 Vinyl Coated Polyester 32 oz./sq. yd. 3.0 mm 285 lb. No 4 Year Warranty

30030 TN-30DM -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.0 mm 285 lb. Yes 4 Year Warranty

TN-28DM TN-36DMT TN-30DM

TN-45 TN-36T TN-30

Tennis Nets and Accessories

Bottom Taper (Item # 20062)
All tennis nets can be bottom fit by tapering the 42” end to 36” at center. This 
reduces the amount the net rubs on the court surface prolonging the life of the net. 

Singles Tennis Net (STN-30) 
42” x 32’9”L (Item # 20305)

Paddle Tennis Nets (PTN-28) 
32” x 21’10” (Item # 20008)

Platform Tennis Nets (PLTN-28)
36” x 23’ (Item # 20009)

Specialty Tennis Nets 
All specialty nets are made with 1-3/4” square mesh 3.0 polyethylene netting. 
Headband is made from vinyl coated polyester. Vinyl bottom tape and side 
pockets are polyester based. 4 Year warranty. 

Center Pipe Anchor
(Item # 63428)   
1.9” OD Galvanized Steel

Lacing Cord
(TNLC) (Item # 10338) 
Tennis net lacing cord; 2 pieces of 
4 mm white polyester braided cord 
4’ long and 2 pieces 3 mm braided 
polyethylene 15’ long.

Cord 3mm (Item # 10337)
500’ spool of 3 mm  
braided polyethylene

Replacement Snaps
Loop Snap (Item # 10601) 
2” replacement loop snap

Double Snap (Item # 10604)
Double ended bolt replacement snap

Vinyl Replacement Headband
Vinyl (HB-42V)  (Item # 30040)
Heavy-duty 28 oz vinyl coated 
polyester. Eyelets spaced on 6” 
centers. Includes lacing cord.

Adjustable Center Straps
All straps are made from heavy-duty 2” polyester 
white web, nickel plated web slides and snaps.

Velcro (Item # 20601)
Velcro adjustment, with swivel loop bolt snap

Classic (Item # 20603)
Non-slip reverse web slide with double  
ended snap

Deluxe (Item # 20600)
Non-slip reverse web slide with swivel  
loop bolt snap

Replacement Cable  
(RVC-47) (Item # 20647)
47’ galvanized steel cable. 
5/32” vinyl coated to 1/4” 
looped each end.

Singles Stick (Item # 34753) 
The portable Quik Stik tennis singles sticks keeps nets up to 42” regulation height. 
Sticks collapse down to 16” to easily fit into any tennis bag and stay collapsed with 
provided velcro strap. Sticks have a multi-purpose three-foot mark for placement 
at the center of the net for strap height. The stick can also be used as a measuring 
device in order to determine the correct placement on the net (3’ from outside the 
singles court) by placing the top cable in the groove and rotating the stick vertically.

Replacement Accessories

Custom Net Signs
(Item # 39997)
Court Net Signs are perfect 
for defining your courts and 
enhancing the look of your 
facility. Feature your logo and 
your colors, or those of sponsors 
and donors, for a totally unique 
look. Made of very durable 
and fade resistant Polystyrene 
surface substrates. Minimum 
order requirement of 12 signs; 
facilities typically attach  
(4) signs per net.

1-800-553-8907
douglas-sports.com

USA MANUFACTURER
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USA MANUFACTURER
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Douglas® Tennis Posts

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)

24” Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)

Premier™ XS Posts
Plated Gears Green (Item # 63032) 
 Black (Item # 63034)
 Open Blue (Item # 63033)
Stainless Steel Gears Green (Item # 63032SS) 
 Black (Item # 63034SS)
Brass Gears Green (Item # 63032BR) 
 Black (Item # 63034BR)   

The Premier™ XS Series is the Cadillac of tennis  
posts; providing first-class looks and durability  
for both indoor and outdoor court applications. 

These 2-7/8” OD round posts are constructed of 
8-gauge steel. Posts feature Allied’s® superior Flo-
coat® galvanization process and are then finished in 
forest green, black or open tournament blue baked-
on polyester powder coat to resist rust and increase 
durability. Integrated welded steel lacing rods are 
included for a professional net installation. 

Posts are internally wound and feature a jam-free cable 
tensioning hardware system. Choose from plated steel, 
stainless steel or brass gears. Gear housings and caps  
are made of die-cast zinc. Gear function is 30:1 to  
ensure a smooth, easy operation. Flush mounted  
gear plate cover and removable handle are  
offered in chrome or brass finish.

Plated

Stainless 
Steel

Brass

Douglas® PPS-SQ Heavy-Duty Portable Tennis Systems

These portable systems raise the bar and are the gold 
standard when permanent installation is not desired  
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

These popular posts provide classic good looks and durability 
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

The Premier™ 3” OD round (RD) and 3” square (SQ) posts are 
constructed of heavy-duty 11-gauge steel. Posts are internally 
wound and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. 
Gear housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear 
function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Posts are 
finished in forest green or black baked-on polyester powder coat 
finish to resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded steel 
lacing rods are included for a professional net installation. Flush 
mounted gear plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated.

Premier™ SQ 
Green (item # 63053) 
Black (item # 63054)

Premier™ RD
Green (Item # 63050) 
Black (Item # 63051)

Corresponding 
Ground Sleeves:

24” Square Steel Ground Sleeve  
(GS-24SQ/ST) (Item # 63425)

24” Square Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24SQ/AL) (Item # 63172)

3”

42’ Standard Tennis Court 
42”h x 42’l   PPS-42SQ  (Item # 63100)

Singles Tennis Courts:
42”h x 33’l, PPS-33SQ (Item # 63133) 

Green (Item # 53504)
Black (Item # 53504B)

Green (Item # 53505)
Black (Item # 53505B)

2-7/8”

3-1/2”

Replacement Reels 
Replacement reels for external wind tennis posts.  All hardware is included and 
handles are removable. Finished with black or green powder coat finish.

Reel-1 
Green (Item # 53432)
Black (Item # 53432B)   
Heavy-duty steel  
construction with a 
smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit  
most posts.

Reel-SL 
Green (Item # 63431) 
Steel construction
with a self-locking gear 
mechanism. Slotted to  
fit most posts.  

Deluxe Reel 
Green (Item # 33435)
Black (Item # 33435B)
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit most posts.

E-Z Reel
Green (Item # 53420)
Black (Item # 53420B)   
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Holes are set 4-1/2” 
apart on centers.

2-7/8” & 3” OD (Item # 63418)
3.5” OD (Item # 63419)
3” SQ (Item # 63420)
3.5” SQ (Item # 68155)

T-Plugs 
Steel t-plugs to cover and fit into Douglas® 
ground sleeves. Finished with a baked on 
polyester powder coat finish. 

Universal Replacement Caps  
Baked on polyester powder coat finish

Featuring 
Allied’s® Flo-coat®

A Superior 
Galvanization 
Process

DTP-37
Green (item # 63007)  
Black (item # 63008)

These 3” OD posts are comprised of extra-heavy 7-gauge steel. Posts are internally wound 
and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are constructed of plated steel and the 
small gear is case hardened. Gear function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. The 
sleek gear housing and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Posts are finished in forest 
green or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to resist rust and increase durability. 
Integrated welded steel lacing rods are included for a professional net installation.  
The side mounted removable handle is chrome plated. 

3” The dependable DTP-37 post is a sturdy design 
that has been a tennis court staple for decades. 

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” Steel (GS-24) (Item # 63424)

Sidewinder

2-7/8”
Green (Item # 63001) 
Black (Item # 63003)

These recreational workhorse posts are designed 
for tough wear making them ideal for parks or 
school tennis courts. 

These classic external wind posts are constructed of  
8 gauge steel in either 2-7/8” or 3-1/2”OD. The posts, 
external gears and handle are finished in forest green 
or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to 
resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded 
steel lacing rods are included for a professional net 
installation. The aluminum deluxe reel offers a smooth 
adjusting operation with a side mounted removable 
handle.

27/8”

31/2”

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC  (GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)
24” Aluminum  (GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)
24” Steel  (GS-24) (Item # 63174)

Portable PPS-SQ systems are easy-to-assemble and offer the same long-
lasting features as the classic Premier™ SQ tennis post. The 3” square  
tennis post is constructed from heavy-duty 11-gauge steel and are  
internally wound featuring a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. Gear 
housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear function is  
30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Systems are finished  
with black baked-on polyester powder coat to resist rust and  
increase durability. Heavy-duty base frame is also constructed 
of 11-gauge 3” square steel and 3-1/2” square 3/16” 
heavy-wall steel. Net easily attaches with the top cable 
and to an eye-bolt on the base frame; no lacing rods are 
needed. Systems are complete with the 3.5mm TN-28 
tennis net and a Velcro center strap. Flush mounted gear 
plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated. 
System is available in (2) sizes, 42’ x 42”h Standard Tennis 
and 33’ x 42”h Singles Tennis. Custom sizes are available up to 
42’ long and 42” high. The transporter features heavy-duty non-scuff 
swivel casters; (2) End and (1) Center caster assembly. Casters allow 
unit to pivot one end at a time for smoother transportability. 

Round Ground Sleeves
24” long. PVC end plugs are included. 

GS-24RD - 2-7/8” OD  
(Item # 63171) 
Aluminum for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

GS-24PVC - 2-7/8” OD 
(Item # 63164) 
PVC for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

Ground Sleeves  All ground sleeves are sold per pair

GS-24
3” (Item # 63424)
3-1/2” (Item # 63174) 
Round steel for all 3”and 
3-1/2” OD round posts. PVC 
end plugs are not included 
with 3-1/2” OD.

Square Ground Sleeves
24” long for  Premier™ SQ posts.

GS-24SQ/ST  (Item # 63425) 
Steel construction

GS-24SQ/AL (Item # 6   3172)  
Aluminum construction

The Finest Courts In America Use Douglas®  - Don’t Settle for Less!
Douglas® offers a wide variety of tennis posts to meet each customer’s specific needs and applications. Douglas® has been the  

leading American manufacturer of tennis posts for over 50 years. Whatever the situation Douglas® has the perfect fit. 

Compare Douglas® American Made Tennis Posts:

24”, 3” OD Steel Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24) (Item # 63424)

3-1/2” 
Green (Item # 63005)  
Black (Item # 63005B)

27/8”

OUTER 
DIAMETER

STEEL  
GAUGE

INTERNAL
WIND

ALLIED
®

  
FLO-COAT

®

COLOR  
OPTIONS

BRASS
OPTION

LACING  
RODS

PICKLEBALL
HEIGHT

Premier™ XS 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black,
Open Tournament Blue

Premier™ RD 3” 11- gauge Green, Black

Premier™ SQ 3” Square 11- gauge Green, Black

DTP-37 3” 7- gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 2-7/8 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 3-1/2 3-1/2” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Premier SQ is available in Pickleball as a surface mount option
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are made of die-cast zinc. Gear function is 30:1 to  
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Douglas® PPS-SQ Heavy-Duty Portable Tennis Systems

These portable systems raise the bar and are the gold 
standard when permanent installation is not desired  
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

These popular posts provide classic good looks and durability 
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

The Premier™ 3” OD round (RD) and 3” square (SQ) posts are 
constructed of heavy-duty 11-gauge steel. Posts are internally 
wound and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. 
Gear housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear 
function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Posts are 
finished in forest green or black baked-on polyester powder coat 
finish to resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded steel 
lacing rods are included for a professional net installation. Flush 
mounted gear plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated.

Premier™ SQ 
Green (item # 63053) 
Black (item # 63054)

Premier™ RD
Green (Item # 63050) 
Black (Item # 63051)

Corresponding 
Ground Sleeves:

24” Square Steel Ground Sleeve  
(GS-24SQ/ST) (Item # 63425)

24” Square Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24SQ/AL) (Item # 63172)

3”

42’ Standard Tennis Court 
42”h x 42’l   PPS-42SQ  (Item # 63100)

Singles Tennis Courts:
42”h x 33’l, PPS-33SQ (Item # 63133) 

Green (Item # 53504)
Black (Item # 53504B)

Green (Item # 53505)
Black (Item # 53505B)

2-7/8”

3-1/2”

Replacement Reels 
Replacement reels for external wind tennis posts.  All hardware is included and 
handles are removable. Finished with black or green powder coat finish.

Reel-1 
Green (Item # 53432)
Black (Item # 53432B)   
Heavy-duty steel  
construction with a 
smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit  
most posts.

Reel-SL 
Green (Item # 63431) 
Steel construction
with a self-locking gear 
mechanism. Slotted to  
fit most posts.  

Deluxe Reel 
Green (Item # 33435)
Black (Item # 33435B)
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit most posts.

E-Z Reel
Green (Item # 53420)
Black (Item # 53420B)   
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Holes are set 4-1/2” 
apart on centers.

2-7/8” & 3” OD (Item # 63418)
3.5” OD (Item # 63419)
3” SQ (Item # 63420)
3.5” SQ (Item # 68155)

T-Plugs 
Steel t-plugs to cover and fit into Douglas® 
ground sleeves. Finished with a baked on 
polyester powder coat finish. 

Universal Replacement Caps  
Baked on polyester powder coat finish

Featuring 
Allied’s® Flo-coat®

A Superior 
Galvanization 
Process

DTP-37
Green (item # 63007)  
Black (item # 63008)

These 3” OD posts are comprised of extra-heavy 7-gauge steel. Posts are internally wound 
and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are constructed of plated steel and the 
small gear is case hardened. Gear function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. The 
sleek gear housing and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Posts are finished in forest 
green or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to resist rust and increase durability. 
Integrated welded steel lacing rods are included for a professional net installation.  
The side mounted removable handle is chrome plated. 

3” The dependable DTP-37 post is a sturdy design 
that has been a tennis court staple for decades. 

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” Steel (GS-24) (Item # 63424)

Sidewinder

2-7/8”
Green (Item # 63001) 
Black (Item # 63003)

These recreational workhorse posts are designed 
for tough wear making them ideal for parks or 
school tennis courts. 

These classic external wind posts are constructed of  
8 gauge steel in either 2-7/8” or 3-1/2”OD. The posts, 
external gears and handle are finished in forest green 
or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to 
resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded 
steel lacing rods are included for a professional net 
installation. The aluminum deluxe reel offers a smooth 
adjusting operation with a side mounted removable 
handle.

27/8”

31/2”

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC  (GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)
24” Aluminum  (GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)
24” Steel  (GS-24) (Item # 63174)

Portable PPS-SQ systems are easy-to-assemble and offer the same long-
lasting features as the classic Premier™ SQ tennis post. The 3” square  
tennis post is constructed from heavy-duty 11-gauge steel and are  
internally wound featuring a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. Gear 
housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear function is  
30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Systems are finished  
with black baked-on polyester powder coat to resist rust and  
increase durability. Heavy-duty base frame is also constructed 
of 11-gauge 3” square steel and 3-1/2” square 3/16” 
heavy-wall steel. Net easily attaches with the top cable 
and to an eye-bolt on the base frame; no lacing rods are 
needed. Systems are complete with the 3.5mm TN-28 
tennis net and a Velcro center strap. Flush mounted gear 
plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated. 
System is available in (2) sizes, 42’ x 42”h Standard Tennis 
and 33’ x 42”h Singles Tennis. Custom sizes are available up to 
42’ long and 42” high. The transporter features heavy-duty non-scuff 
swivel casters; (2) End and (1) Center caster assembly. Casters allow 
unit to pivot one end at a time for smoother transportability. 

Round Ground Sleeves
24” long. PVC end plugs are included. 

GS-24RD - 2-7/8” OD  
(Item # 63171) 
Aluminum for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

GS-24PVC - 2-7/8” OD 
(Item # 63164) 
PVC for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

Ground Sleeves  All ground sleeves are sold per pair

GS-24
3” (Item # 63424)
3-1/2” (Item # 63174) 
Round steel for all 3”and 
3-1/2” OD round posts. PVC 
end plugs are not included 
with 3-1/2” OD.

Square Ground Sleeves
24” long for  Premier™ SQ posts.

GS-24SQ/ST  (Item # 63425) 
Steel construction

GS-24SQ/AL (Item # 6   3172)  
Aluminum construction

The Finest Courts In America Use Douglas®  - Don’t Settle for Less!
Douglas® offers a wide variety of tennis posts to meet each customer’s specific needs and applications. Douglas® has been the  

leading American manufacturer of tennis posts for over 50 years. Whatever the situation Douglas® has the perfect fit. 

Compare Douglas® American Made Tennis Posts:

24”, 3” OD Steel Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24) (Item # 63424)

3-1/2” 
Green (Item # 63005)  
Black (Item # 63005B)

27/8”

OUTER 
DIAMETER

STEEL  
GAUGE

INTERNAL
WIND

ALLIED
®

  
FLO-COAT

®

COLOR  
OPTIONS

BRASS
OPTION

LACING  
RODS

PICKLEBALL
HEIGHT

Premier™ XS 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black,
Open Tournament Blue

Premier™ RD 3” 11- gauge Green, Black

Premier™ SQ 3” Square 11- gauge Green, Black

DTP-37 3” 7- gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 2-7/8 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 3-1/2 3-1/2” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Premier SQ is available in Pickleball as a surface mount option



Douglas® Tennis Posts

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)

24” Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)

Premier™ XS Posts
Plated Gears Green (Item # 63032) 
 Black (Item # 63034)
 Open Blue (Item # 63033)
Stainless Steel Gears Green (Item # 63032SS) 
 Black (Item # 63034SS)
Brass Gears Green (Item # 63032BR) 
 Black (Item # 63034BR)   

The Premier™ XS Series is the Cadillac of tennis  
posts; providing first-class looks and durability  
for both indoor and outdoor court applications. 

These 2-7/8” OD round posts are constructed of 
8-gauge steel. Posts feature Allied’s® superior Flo-
coat® galvanization process and are then finished in 
forest green, black or open tournament blue baked-
on polyester powder coat to resist rust and increase 
durability. Integrated welded steel lacing rods are 
included for a professional net installation. 

Posts are internally wound and feature a jam-free cable 
tensioning hardware system. Choose from plated steel, 
stainless steel or brass gears. Gear housings and caps  
are made of die-cast zinc. Gear function is 30:1 to  
ensure a smooth, easy operation. Flush mounted  
gear plate cover and removable handle are  
offered in chrome or brass finish.

Plated

Stainless 
Steel

Brass

Douglas® PPS-SQ Heavy-Duty Portable Tennis Systems

These portable systems raise the bar and are the gold 
standard when permanent installation is not desired  
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

These popular posts provide classic good looks and durability 
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

The Premier™ 3” OD round (RD) and 3” square (SQ) posts are 
constructed of heavy-duty 11-gauge steel. Posts are internally 
wound and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. 
Gear housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear 
function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Posts are 
finished in forest green or black baked-on polyester powder coat 
finish to resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded steel 
lacing rods are included for a professional net installation. Flush 
mounted gear plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated.

Premier™ SQ 
Green (item # 63053) 
Black (item # 63054)

Premier™ RD
Green (Item # 63050) 
Black (Item # 63051)

Corresponding 
Ground Sleeves:

24” Square Steel Ground Sleeve  
(GS-24SQ/ST) (Item # 63425)

24” Square Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24SQ/AL) (Item # 63172)

3”

42’ Standard Tennis Court 
42”h x 42’l   PPS-42SQ  (Item # 63100)

Singles Tennis Courts:
42”h x 33’l, PPS-33SQ (Item # 63133) 

Green (Item # 53504)
Black (Item # 53504B)

Green (Item # 53505)
Black (Item # 53505B)

2-7/8”

3-1/2”

Replacement Reels 
Replacement reels for external wind tennis posts.  All hardware is included and 
handles are removable. Finished with black or green powder coat finish.

Reel-1 
Green (Item # 53432)
Black (Item # 53432B)   
Heavy-duty steel  
construction with a 
smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit  
most posts.

Reel-SL 
Green (Item # 63431) 
Steel construction
with a self-locking gear 
mechanism. Slotted to  
fit most posts.  

Deluxe Reel 
Green (Item # 33435)
Black (Item # 33435B)
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit most posts.

E-Z Reel
Green (Item # 53420)
Black (Item # 53420B)   
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Holes are set 4-1/2” 
apart on centers.

2-7/8” & 3” OD (Item # 63418)
3.5” OD (Item # 63419)
3” SQ (Item # 63420)
3.5” SQ (Item # 68155)

T-Plugs 
Steel t-plugs to cover and fit into Douglas® 
ground sleeves. Finished with a baked on 
polyester powder coat finish. 

Universal Replacement Caps  
Baked on polyester powder coat finish

Featuring 
Allied’s® Flo-coat®

A Superior 
Galvanization 
Process

DTP-37
Green (item # 63007)  
Black (item # 63008)

These 3” OD posts are comprised of extra-heavy 7-gauge steel. Posts are internally wound 
and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are constructed of plated steel and the 
small gear is case hardened. Gear function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. The 
sleek gear housing and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Posts are finished in forest 
green or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to resist rust and increase durability. 
Integrated welded steel lacing rods are included for a professional net installation.  
The side mounted removable handle is chrome plated. 

3” The dependable DTP-37 post is a sturdy design 
that has been a tennis court staple for decades. 

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” Steel (GS-24) (Item # 63424)

Sidewinder

2-7/8”
Green (Item # 63001) 
Black (Item # 63003)

These recreational workhorse posts are designed 
for tough wear making them ideal for parks or 
school tennis courts. 

These classic external wind posts are constructed of  
8 gauge steel in either 2-7/8” or 3-1/2”OD. The posts, 
external gears and handle are finished in forest green 
or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to 
resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded 
steel lacing rods are included for a professional net 
installation. The aluminum deluxe reel offers a smooth 
adjusting operation with a side mounted removable 
handle.

27/8”

31/2”

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC  (GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)
24” Aluminum  (GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)
24” Steel  (GS-24) (Item # 63174)

Portable PPS-SQ systems are easy-to-assemble and offer the same long-
lasting features as the classic Premier™ SQ tennis post. The 3” square  
tennis post is constructed from heavy-duty 11-gauge steel and are  
internally wound featuring a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. Gear 
housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear function is  
30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Systems are finished  
with black baked-on polyester powder coat to resist rust and  
increase durability. Heavy-duty base frame is also constructed 
of 11-gauge 3” square steel and 3-1/2” square 3/16” 
heavy-wall steel. Net easily attaches with the top cable 
and to an eye-bolt on the base frame; no lacing rods are 
needed. Systems are complete with the 3.5mm TN-28 
tennis net and a Velcro center strap. Flush mounted gear 
plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated. 
System is available in (2) sizes, 42’ x 42”h Standard Tennis 
and 33’ x 42”h Singles Tennis. Custom sizes are available up to 
42’ long and 42” high. The transporter features heavy-duty non-scuff 
swivel casters; (2) End and (1) Center caster assembly. Casters allow 
unit to pivot one end at a time for smoother transportability. 

Round Ground Sleeves
24” long. PVC end plugs are included. 

GS-24RD - 2-7/8” OD  
(Item # 63171) 
Aluminum for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

GS-24PVC - 2-7/8” OD 
(Item # 63164) 
PVC for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

Ground Sleeves  All ground sleeves are sold per pair

GS-24
3” (Item # 63424)
3-1/2” (Item # 63174) 
Round steel for all 3”and 
3-1/2” OD round posts. PVC 
end plugs are not included 
with 3-1/2” OD.

Square Ground Sleeves
24” long for  Premier™ SQ posts.

GS-24SQ/ST  (Item # 63425) 
Steel construction

GS-24SQ/AL (Item # 6   3172)  
Aluminum construction

The Finest Courts In America Use Douglas®  - Don’t Settle for Less!
Douglas® offers a wide variety of tennis posts to meet each customer’s specific needs and applications. Douglas® has been the  

leading American manufacturer of tennis posts for over 50 years. Whatever the situation Douglas® has the perfect fit. 

Compare Douglas® American Made Tennis Posts:

24”, 3” OD Steel Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24) (Item # 63424)

3-1/2” 
Green (Item # 63005)  
Black (Item # 63005B)

27/8”

OUTER 
DIAMETER

STEEL  
GAUGE

INTERNAL
WIND

ALLIED
®

  
FLO-COAT

®

COLOR  
OPTIONS

BRASS
OPTION

LACING  
RODS

PICKLEBALL
HEIGHT

Premier™ XS 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black,
Open Tournament Blue

Premier™ RD 3” 11- gauge Green, Black

Premier™ SQ 3” Square 11- gauge Green, Black

DTP-37 3” 7- gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 2-7/8 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 3-1/2 3-1/2” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Premier SQ is available in Pickleball as a surface mount option



Douglas® Tennis Posts

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)

24” Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)

Premier™ XS Posts
Plated Gears Green (Item # 63032) 
 Black (Item # 63034)
 Open Blue (Item # 63033)
Stainless Steel Gears Green (Item # 63032SS) 
 Black (Item # 63034SS)
Brass Gears Green (Item # 63032BR) 
 Black (Item # 63034BR)   

The Premier™ XS Series is the Cadillac of tennis  
posts; providing first-class looks and durability  
for both indoor and outdoor court applications. 

These 2-7/8” OD round posts are constructed of 
8-gauge steel. Posts feature Allied’s® superior Flo-
coat® galvanization process and are then finished in 
forest green, black or open tournament blue baked-
on polyester powder coat to resist rust and increase 
durability. Integrated welded steel lacing rods are 
included for a professional net installation. 

Posts are internally wound and feature a jam-free cable 
tensioning hardware system. Choose from plated steel, 
stainless steel or brass gears. Gear housings and caps  
are made of die-cast zinc. Gear function is 30:1 to  
ensure a smooth, easy operation. Flush mounted  
gear plate cover and removable handle are  
offered in chrome or brass finish.

Plated

Stainless 
Steel

Brass

Douglas® PPS-SQ Heavy-Duty Portable Tennis Systems

These portable systems raise the bar and are the gold 
standard when permanent installation is not desired  
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

These popular posts provide classic good looks and durability 
for either indoor or outdoor court applications. 

The Premier™ 3” OD round (RD) and 3” square (SQ) posts are 
constructed of heavy-duty 11-gauge steel. Posts are internally 
wound and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. 
Gear housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear 
function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Posts are 
finished in forest green or black baked-on polyester powder coat 
finish to resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded steel 
lacing rods are included for a professional net installation. Flush 
mounted gear plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated.

Premier™ SQ 
Green (item # 63053) 
Black (item # 63054)

Premier™ RD
Green (Item # 63050) 
Black (Item # 63051)

Corresponding 
Ground Sleeves:

24” Square Steel Ground Sleeve  
(GS-24SQ/ST) (Item # 63425)

24” Square Aluminum Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24SQ/AL) (Item # 63172)

3”

42’ Standard Tennis Court 
42”h x 42’l   PPS-42SQ  (Item # 63100)

Singles Tennis Courts:
42”h x 33’l, PPS-33SQ (Item # 63133) 

Green (Item # 53504)
Black (Item # 53504B)

Green (Item # 53505)
Black (Item # 53505B)

2-7/8”

3-1/2”

Replacement Reels 
Replacement reels for external wind tennis posts.  All hardware is included and 
handles are removable. Finished with black or green powder coat finish.

Reel-1 
Green (Item # 53432)
Black (Item # 53432B)   
Heavy-duty steel  
construction with a 
smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit  
most posts.

Reel-SL 
Green (Item # 63431) 
Steel construction
with a self-locking gear 
mechanism. Slotted to  
fit most posts.  

Deluxe Reel 
Green (Item # 33435)
Black (Item # 33435B)
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Slotted to fit most posts.

E-Z Reel
Green (Item # 53420)
Black (Item # 53420B)   
Aluminum construction 
with a smooth operation. 
Holes are set 4-1/2” 
apart on centers.

2-7/8” & 3” OD (Item # 63418)
3.5” OD (Item # 63419)
3” SQ (Item # 63420)
3.5” SQ (Item # 68155)

T-Plugs 
Steel t-plugs to cover and fit into Douglas® 
ground sleeves. Finished with a baked on 
polyester powder coat finish. 

Universal Replacement Caps  
Baked on polyester powder coat finish

Featuring 
Allied’s® Flo-coat®

A Superior 
Galvanization 
Process

DTP-37
Green (item # 63007)  
Black (item # 63008)

These 3” OD posts are comprised of extra-heavy 7-gauge steel. Posts are internally wound 
and feature a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are constructed of plated steel and the 
small gear is case hardened. Gear function is 30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. The 
sleek gear housing and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Posts are finished in forest 
green or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to resist rust and increase durability. 
Integrated welded steel lacing rods are included for a professional net installation.  
The side mounted removable handle is chrome plated. 

3” The dependable DTP-37 post is a sturdy design 
that has been a tennis court staple for decades. 

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” Steel (GS-24) (Item # 63424)

Sidewinder

2-7/8”
Green (Item # 63001) 
Black (Item # 63003)

These recreational workhorse posts are designed 
for tough wear making them ideal for parks or 
school tennis courts. 

These classic external wind posts are constructed of  
8 gauge steel in either 2-7/8” or 3-1/2”OD. The posts, 
external gears and handle are finished in forest green 
or black baked-on polyester powder coat finish to 
resist rust and increase durability. Integrated welded 
steel lacing rods are included for a professional net 
installation. The aluminum deluxe reel offers a smooth 
adjusting operation with a side mounted removable 
handle.

27/8”

31/2”

Corresponding Ground Sleeves:
24” PVC  (GS-24PVC) (Item # 63164)
24” Aluminum  (GS-24RD) (Item # 63171)
24” Steel  (GS-24) (Item # 63174)

Portable PPS-SQ systems are easy-to-assemble and offer the same long-
lasting features as the classic Premier™ SQ tennis post. The 3” square  
tennis post is constructed from heavy-duty 11-gauge steel and are  
internally wound featuring a self-locking gear mechanism. Gears are 
constructed of plated steel and the small gear is case hardened. Gear 
housings and caps are made of cast aluminum alloy. Gear function is  
30:1 to ensure a smooth, easy operation. Systems are finished  
with black baked-on polyester powder coat to resist rust and  
increase durability. Heavy-duty base frame is also constructed 
of 11-gauge 3” square steel and 3-1/2” square 3/16” 
heavy-wall steel. Net easily attaches with the top cable 
and to an eye-bolt on the base frame; no lacing rods are 
needed. Systems are complete with the 3.5mm TN-28 
tennis net and a Velcro center strap. Flush mounted gear 
plate cover and removable handle are chrome plated. 
System is available in (2) sizes, 42’ x 42”h Standard Tennis 
and 33’ x 42”h Singles Tennis. Custom sizes are available up to 
42’ long and 42” high. The transporter features heavy-duty non-scuff 
swivel casters; (2) End and (1) Center caster assembly. Casters allow 
unit to pivot one end at a time for smoother transportability. 

Round Ground Sleeves
24” long. PVC end plugs are included. 

GS-24RD - 2-7/8” OD  
(Item # 63171) 
Aluminum for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

GS-24PVC - 2-7/8” OD 
(Item # 63164) 
PVC for all 2-7/8”  
OD round posts. 

Ground Sleeves  All ground sleeves are sold per pair

GS-24
3” (Item # 63424)
3-1/2” (Item # 63174) 
Round steel for all 3”and 
3-1/2” OD round posts. PVC 
end plugs are not included 
with 3-1/2” OD.

Square Ground Sleeves
24” long for  Premier™ SQ posts.

GS-24SQ/ST  (Item # 63425) 
Steel construction

GS-24SQ/AL (Item # 6   3172)  
Aluminum construction

The Finest Courts In America Use Douglas®  - Don’t Settle for Less!
Douglas® offers a wide variety of tennis posts to meet each customer’s specific needs and applications. Douglas® has been the  

leading American manufacturer of tennis posts for over 50 years. Whatever the situation Douglas® has the perfect fit. 

Compare Douglas® American Made Tennis Posts:

24”, 3” OD Steel Ground Sleeve 
(GS-24) (Item # 63424)

3-1/2” 
Green (Item # 63005)  
Black (Item # 63005B)

27/8”

OUTER 
DIAMETER

STEEL  
GAUGE

INTERNAL
WIND

ALLIED
®

  
FLO-COAT

®

COLOR  
OPTIONS

BRASS
OPTION

LACING  
RODS

PICKLEBALL
HEIGHT

Premier™ XS 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black,
Open Tournament Blue

Premier™ RD 3” 11- gauge Green, Black

Premier™ SQ 3” Square 11- gauge Green, Black

DTP-37 3” 7- gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 2-7/8 2-7/8” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Sidewinder 3-1/2 3-1/2” 8 - gauge Green, Black

Premier SQ is available in Pickleball as a surface mount option



Consistent Quality Netting Headbands Bottom & Side Pocket Tapes Cable

With Douglas® tennis nets, you 
get consistent, long-lasting 
performance. All Douglas® tennis 
nets meet USTA requirements for 
official size -42’ x 3’6”. In addition, 
Douglas® nets carry a pro-rated 
warranty guaranteeing superior 
durability and longer net life. See 
for yourself why Douglas® nets are 
the brand of choice. 

Netting is 1-3/4” square mesh 
braided solid core polyethylene 
unsurpassed for durability and 
weather resistance. Championship 
nets are made from 3.5mm with 
325# break strength, Tournament 
and Recreation nets are made from 
3.0mm with 285# break strength.

 

Headbands are constructed using 
heavy-duty vinyl coated polyester 
or durable polyester webbing 
material that withstands the 
elements and won’t shrink, rot or 
mold. Headbands are sewn to the 
netting with four rows of 32# white 
polyester thread -the heaviest in 
the industry. 

All Douglas® tennis 
nets come complete with 
a vinyl coated, 5/32” 
galvanized steel cable with 
break strength of 2300#. 
Both ends have double-
swaged loops.

Bottom and side pocket tapes are made of 
heavy-duty vinyl coated polyester and won’t 
shrink, mildew or rot when exposed to the 
elements. Fiberglass dowels in the side 
pockets keep the net taut and attractive. 
Heavy duty brass grommets and lacing cord 
lets you pull the net snugly up to each post. 

quality USA manufactured
TENNIS POSTS & NETS

HEADBAND NETTING

ITEM # NET MATERIAL WEIGHT SIZE BREAK 
STRENGTH

TOP 6 ROWS 
DOUBLE MESH WARRANTY

Professional Nets                                 USA Manufactured by Douglas®

20045 TN-45 Double thick 100% polyester 48 oz 3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

20040 TN-40 (not pictured) Vinyl Coated Polyester 36 oz.  3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

Championship Nets

30036T TN-36 -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.5 mm 325 lb. No 5 Year Warranty

30038TD TN-36DMT -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.5 mm 325 lb. Yes 5 Year Warranty

30060 TN-28DM Durable Polyester Web N/A 3.5 mm 325 lb. Yes 5 Year Warranty

Tournament Nets

30029 TN-30 Vinyl Coated Polyester 32 oz./sq. yd. 3.0 mm 285 lb. No 4 Year Warranty

30030 TN-30DM -tapered Vinyl Coated Polyester, 2-ply 65 oz.  (20 oz./sq. yd.) 3.0 mm 285 lb. Yes 4 Year Warranty

TN-28DM TN-36DMT TN-30DM

TN-45 TN-36T TN-30

Tennis Nets and Accessories

Bottom Taper (Item # 20062)
All tennis nets can be bottom fit by tapering the 42” end to 36” at center. This 
reduces the amount the net rubs on the court surface prolonging the life of the net. 

Singles Tennis Net (STN-30) 
42” x 32’9”L (Item # 20305)

Paddle Tennis Nets (PTN-28) 
32” x 21’10” (Item # 20008)

Platform Tennis Nets (PLTN-28)
36” x 23’ (Item # 20009)

Specialty Tennis Nets 
All specialty nets are made with 1-3/4” square mesh 3.0 polyethylene netting. 
Headband is made from vinyl coated polyester. Vinyl bottom tape and side 
pockets are polyester based. 4 Year warranty. 

Center Pipe Anchor
(Item # 63428)   
1.9” OD Galvanized Steel

Lacing Cord
(TNLC) (Item # 10338) 
Tennis net lacing cord; 2 pieces of 
4 mm white polyester braided cord 
4’ long and 2 pieces 3 mm braided 
polyethylene 15’ long.

Cord 3mm (Item # 10337)
500’ spool of 3 mm  
braided polyethylene

Replacement Snaps
Loop Snap (Item # 10601) 
2” replacement loop snap

Double Snap (Item # 10604)
Double ended bolt replacement snap

Vinyl Replacement Headband
Vinyl (HB-42V)  (Item # 30040)
Heavy-duty 28 oz vinyl coated 
polyester. Eyelets spaced on 6” 
centers. Includes lacing cord.

Adjustable Center Straps
All straps are made from heavy-duty 2” polyester 
white web, nickel plated web slides and snaps.

Velcro (Item # 20601)
Velcro adjustment, with swivel loop bolt snap

Classic (Item # 20603)
Non-slip reverse web slide with double  
ended snap

Deluxe (Item # 20600)
Non-slip reverse web slide with swivel  
loop bolt snap

Replacement Cable  
(RVC-47) (Item # 20647)
47’ galvanized steel cable. 
5/32” vinyl coated to 1/4” 
looped each end.

Singles Stick (Item # 34753) 
The portable Quik Stik tennis singles sticks keeps nets up to 42” regulation height. 
Sticks collapse down to 16” to easily fit into any tennis bag and stay collapsed with 
provided velcro strap. Sticks have a multi-purpose three-foot mark for placement 
at the center of the net for strap height. The stick can also be used as a measuring 
device in order to determine the correct placement on the net (3’ from outside the 
singles court) by placing the top cable in the groove and rotating the stick vertically.

Replacement Accessories

Custom Net Signs
(Item # 39997)
Court Net Signs are perfect 
for defining your courts and 
enhancing the look of your 
facility. Feature your logo and 
your colors, or those of sponsors 
and donors, for a totally unique 
look. Made of very durable 
and fade resistant Polystyrene 
surface substrates. Minimum 
order requirement of 12 signs; 
facilities typically attach  
(4) signs per net.
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